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We propose a unified setup for dark matter, inflation and baryon asymmetry generation through
the neutrino mass seesaw mechanism. Our scenario emerges naturally from an extended gauge
group containing B−L as a non-commutative symmetry, broken by a singlet scalar that also drives
inflation. Its decays reheat the universe, producing the lightest right-handed neutrino. Automatic
matter parity conservation leads to the stability of an asymmetric dark matter candidate, directly
linked to the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The need to account for neutrino oscillations requires
new physics beyond the standard model. In addition,
the cosmological challenges of particle physics, such
as the need to account for dark matter, inflation and
reheating, as well as the matter-antimatter asymme-
try of the Universe, all suggest the existence of new
physics. Traditional proposals, based upon supersym-
metry, grand unification or extra dimensions, address
only some of these issues separately. It is therefore
desirable to find a comprehensive theory that can pro-
vide a common framework to address all of these puzzles.
The seesaw mechanism [1–9] is the most popular
way to account for small neutrino masses. Here we
assume that neutrino masses arise through the exchange
of heavy right-handed neutrinos, hence suppressed by
the right-handed mass scale. This also provides an
attractive way to understand the observed baryon asym-
metry of the Universe through the so-called leptogenesis
mechanism [10–12]. The latter can be triggered by the
CP-violating and out-of-thermal-equilibrium decays of
the heavy right-handed neutrinos. These decays are
followed by sphaleron processes in the effective standard
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model.
Both the seesaw mechanism and leptogenesis suggest
having the B−L charge as a gauge symmetry. Indeed, a
gauge completion requires the presence of right-handed
neutrinos as basic fermions, due to B − L anomaly
cancellation. Moreover, B − L plays a key role in
converting the lepton to the baryon asymmetry during
the sphaleron phase.
In addition, we also require a period of inflationary
expansion of the early universe, in order to make
the standard Big-Bang picture fully consistent. This
phenomenon can be parametrized by the slow-roll time
evolution of a scalar field, called inflaton [13–15].
Last, but not least, the standard model lacks a stable
weakly interacting massive relic that can be thermally
produced at early times [16, 17]. Moreover, the fact that
dark matter searches have yielded null results, leaves the
origin of dark matter as a big challenge [18–21]. Here
we propose that, since dark matter and normal matter
were thermally connected to begin with, they should be
manifestly unified within gauge multiplets.
In this paper we show how a B − L gauge extension
of the standard model yields a viable dark matter
candidate, stabilized in a natural way by the residual
matter parity which results from the extended gauge
symmetry. This also fits nicely with the neutrino mass
generation through the seesaw mechanism.
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2The latter is manifestly unified with inflation, since
the inflaton S arises from the field responsible for B −L
breaking. This takes place at a scale Λ. Right-handed
neutrinos are produced via inflaton decays during
reheating. As a result, in our B − L gauge theory
setup we have that neutrino mass generation, inflation
and reheating as well as leptogenesis are all mutually
interconnected. In addition, our B − L theory naturally
possesses matter parity as a residual gauge symmetry.
These features are in sharp contrast with the simplest
Abelian B − L extensions of the standard model [22? ?
, 23].
In order to demonstrate all these points explicitly we
start in Section II by describing a gauge theory that
manifestly unifies the B − L and electroweak charges
within a 3-3-1-1 scenario in a non-trivial way. In Sect. III
we describe neutrino mass generation, while in Sect. IV
we examine the novel cosmological implications of our
scheme concerning the issues of dark matter, inflation
and the baryon asymmetry. We conclude in Sect. V.
II. NON-COMMUTATIVE B − L DYNAMICS
Without loss of generality, we consider only the
simplest scenario, based on the 3-3-1-1 extension of
the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory [24–30]. The
non-commutative B −L gauge symmetry mechanism we
propose is, however, more general.
The SU(3)L symmetry is a direct extension from
the SU(2)L weak isospin. This extended electroweak
gauge symmetry is motivated by its ability to predict
the number of generations (as being equal to that of
colors) as a result of [SU(3)L]
3 anomaly cancellation [31].
In addition, notice that, like the electric charge Q, the
B − L charge neither commutes nor closes algebraically
within SU(3)L. Hence, in order to get a consistent closed
gauge structure, two new Abelian U(1)X and U(1)N
gauge groups are required, where
Q = T3 + βT8 +X, (1)
B − L = β′T8 +N. (2)
This way we are led to the SU(3)C ⊗SU(3)L⊗U(1)X ⊗
U(1)N (or 3-3-1-1) group structure. Here the Ti (i =
1, 2, 3, ..., 8) are the SU(3)L generators, while X, and N
are associated to U(1)X , and U(1)N , respectively. The
parameters β and β′ are embedding coefficients, arbitrary
on theoretical grounds, and independent of all anomalies.
The new feature is that, in contrast to the ordinary B−L
symmetry, our B−L is a non-commutative gauge symme-
try, analogous to Q, non-trivially unified with the weak
forces. The non-trivial commutations,
[Q,T1 ± iT2] = ±(T1 ± iT2), (3)
[Q,T4 ± iT5] = ∓q(T4 ± iT5), (4)
[Q,T6 ± iT7] = ∓(1 + q)(T6 ± iT7), (5)
[B − L, T4 ± iT5] = ∓(1 + n)(T4 ± iT5), (6)
[B − L, T6 ± iT7] = ∓(1 + n)(T6 ± iT7), (7)
subsequently define the Q and B−L charges for the new
particles via the basic relations
q ≡ −(1 +
√
3β)/2 and n ≡ −(2 +
√
3β′)/2,
respectively.
The simplest fermion sector, free of all gauge anoma-
lies, is given as Table I. Notice that the scalar content
is necessary for realistic symmetry breaking and mass
generation. Here, a = 1, 2, 3 and α = 1, 2 label the
particle families. Table II gives the Q, B − L charges of
the component fields.
The electrically-neutral scalars can develop vacuum ex-
pectation values (vevs) given by
〈η〉 = 1√
2
 u0
0
 , 〈ρ〉 = 1√
2
 0v
0
 , (8)
〈χ〉 = 1√
2
 00
w
 , 〈φ〉 = 1√
2
Λ. (9)
Here the vevs w,Λ break the 3-3-1-1 symmetry
down to the standard model times matter parity,
WP = (−1)3(B−L)+2s (see below), providing masses to
the new particles. On the other hand the vevs u, v break
the standard model symmetry down to SU(3)C⊗U(1)Q,
producing the ordinary particle masses.
For consistency, we impose
Λ w  u, v, (10)
where the first hierarchy states that the U(1)N breaking
scale is much larger than the SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X breaking
scale, while the second hierarchy is similar to that of
the simplest 3-3-1 model [31], and allows for potentially
accessible new phenomena.
III. NEUTRINO MASS GENERATION
The above non-commutative B−L dynamics provides
a natural seesaw mechanism as a result of gauge symme-
3try breaking. We start with the implementation of the
type-I seesaw mechanism [the type-II seesaw alternative
in 3-3-1 models has been considered in [32].].
To analyze this we first consider the gauge symmetry
breaking. This is governed by the Higgs potential, which
can be separated into V = V (φ)+V (η, ρ, χ)+Vmix, where
V (φ) = µ2φφ
†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2,
V (η, ρ, χ) = µ2ρρ
†ρ+ µ2χχ
†χ+ µ2ηη
†η + (µηρχ+H.c.)
+λ1(ρ
†ρ)2 + λ2(χ†χ)2 + λ3(η†η)2
+λ4(ρ
†ρ)(χ†χ) + λ5(ρ†ρ)(η†η) + λ6(χ†χ)(η†η)
+λ7(ρ
†χ)(χ†ρ) + λ8(ρ†η)(η†ρ) + λ9(χ†η)(η†χ),
Vmix = λ10(φ
†φ)(ρ†ρ) + λ11(φ†φ)(χ†χ)
+λ12(φ
†φ)(η†η),
where the µ-type parameters have mass dimension,
while λ’s are dimensionless.
The field φ obtains a large vev, Λ2 = −µ2φ/λ, implied
by V (φ) due to µ2φ < 0, λ > 0. Integrating φ out, one
finds that the effective potential coincides with V (η, ρ, χ)
at the leading order. This potential provides two weak
scales u2, v2 proportional to −µ2η,ρ > 0 and the scale w2
proportional to −µ2χ > 0. This is totally analogous to the
situation in the 3-3-1 model. The conditions for having
the above vevs amount to imposing |µφ|  |µχ|  |µη,ρ|.
Like the 3-3-1 model, a consistent Higgs boson mass
spectrum can be achieved when the soft-term µ2 is
negative at the 3-3-1 scale, i.e. µ2 < 0, |µ| ∼ |µχ|.
The Yukawa Lagrangian responsible for neutrino mass
generation through the seesaw is given as
L ⊃ hνabψ¯aLηνbR +
1
2
fνabν¯
c
aRνbRφ+H.c. (11)
Note that φ = 1√
2
(Λ + S + iA) with a nonzero value
for the scale Λ. Since φ has N = B − L = 2 6= 0, its
vev breaks these charges, providing Majorana masses
for νR as well as for the U(1)N gauge boson at the scale
Λ. Since Λ must be substantially larger than the weak
scale, the U(1) gauge boson is too heavy for detection.
After the electroweak symmetry breaking, one generates
the Dirac neutrino mass term via η1 =
1√
2
(u+S1 + iA1).
The total neutrino mass generation Lagrangian is
L ⊃ −1
2
(ν¯aL ν¯
c
aR)
(
0 mab
mba Mab
)(
νcbL
νbR
)
+H.c., (12)
where M = −fνΛ/√2 and m = −hνu/√2. Since Λ 
u, the seesaw mechanism yields the observed neutrino
(∼ νL) masses in the usual manner as
mν = −mM−1mT = hν(fν)−1(hν)T u
2
√
2Λ
. (13)
The heavy neutrinos (∼ νR) gain masses at the B − L
breaking scale Λ. In order to obtain mν ∼ 0.1 eV we
assume Λ ∼ 1014 GeV, if h, f ∼ 1, since u ∼ 100 GeV.
This breaking scale is consistent with the inflation scale,
as discussed below.
Since B − L = β′T8 + N annihilates the non-trivial
vacua, [B − L]〈η, ρ, χ〉 = 0, for u, v, w 6= 0, it follows
that the gauge group SU(3)L⊗U(1)N contains a residual
conserved B − L charge, under which a field transforms
as
Φ→ Φ′ = U(ω)Φ, U(ω) = eiω(B−L). (14)
However, B − L is broken by 〈φ〉 since [B − L]〈φ〉 =√
2Λ 6= 0. The remnant of B − L preserves the vac-
uum, U(ω)〈φ〉 = 〈φ〉. We obtain eiω2 = 1 or ω = mpi
for m integer. The residual transformation is U(mpi) =
eimpi(B−L) = (−1)m(B−L). Multiplying U(3pi) with spin
parity (−1)2s due to Lorentz symmetry, yields a matter
parity WP = (−1)3(B−L)+2s. While this is a commonly
known symmetry, in our case it originates as a residual
gauge symmetry,
WP = (−1)3(β′T8+N)+2s, (15)
which transforms non-trivially the particles with
“wrong” B−L charges as seen in Tab. II (thus the label
“W”). In other words, since B − L is non-commutative,
W -parity separates the gauge multiplets into two parts,
including normal particles (W-even) and “wrong”
particles (W-odd), respectively. [In supersymmetry, it
separates super-multiplets, by contrast.] One can show
that P+ and P− particles always appear in pairs in
interactions. Indeed, assume that an interaction has x
P+ fields and y P− fields. The conservation of W -parity
implies (P+)x(P−)y = 1 which happens only if x = y,
for arbitrary x, y integers. Thus, the lightest W -particle
is stable and, if electrically and color neutral, can be
responsible for dark matter.
The colorless W -particles possess electric charges
±q,±(1 + q). Hence, we may have two dark matter
options, according to whether q = 0 and q = −1, or
β = −1/√3 and β = 1/√3, respectively.
The model with q = 0 yields three potential dark mat-
ter candidates, N , W ′, and η3, whereas the model with
q = −1 yields two possible dark matter candidates, ρ3,
and W ′′. The former has a correspondence to the orig-
inal 3-3-1 model [31], while the latter does not. All of
these candidates have masses proportional to the w scale
times the relevant coupling constants.
In this work, we consider the simplest but nontriv-
ial case, where q = 0 and n = 0, hence β′ = −2/√3,
which has been extensively studied [24–30] under the as-
sumption that the relics of N , η3 (or ρ3) were thermally
4produced. In such case the vectors, such as W ′ or W ′′,
cannot be viable dark matter candidates, since they an-
nihilate, before freeze-out, into W bosons via gauge self-
interactions. In the present work we provide an alterna-
tive interpretation for the dark matter abundance, called
asymmetric dark matter [33–35], where all possible dark
matter types, including the vector one, could be viable.
IV. COSMOLOGY IN 3-3-1-1 MODEL
In this section we examine how the non-commutative
B − L dynamics provides a natural comprehensive
scenario to account for inflation, dark matter, and
leptogenesis. This provides a new realization of the idea
that inflation and dark matter have as common origin,
the neutrino mass seesaw mechanism, proposed in [36].
Indeed, in the present context, a new superheavy
Higgs scalar S which breaks U(1)N is required, and can
behave as an inflaton field, driving the early accelerated
expansion of the universe (see below). Inflaton decay
only produces superheavy dark matter relics at the
very large Λ scale [27]. Fortunately, it also decays into
right-handed neutrinos νR, whose decays may yield
CP-asymmetric final states consisting of normal matter
νR → η2e, as well as dark matter, νR → η3N . The first
mode yields the baryon asymmetry, while the second
mode may play the main role in explaining the dark
matter asymmetry, both arising from the standard
leptogenesis mechanism.
The asymmetric dark matter relics may be either η3
or N . Here, η3 combines the scalar candidate, called H
′,
and the Goldstone of W ′, called W ′L [25]. The present-
day dark matter and normal matter relics have as com-
mon source the right-handed νR mediating the seesaw
mechanism. All candidate types, fermion (N), scalar
(H ′), and vector (W ′L), can contribute to the asymmetric
dark matter (a detailed evaluation is given below).
A. Inflation
In this subsection, we consider the inflationary sce-
nario. This is linked to the singlet scalar φ, which breaks
the U(1)N symmetry. Chaotic inflation arises from a
tree-level scalar potential of the type
V (φ) = µ2φφ
†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2, (16)
where the scalar φ couples to additional fields such as the
U(1)N gauge boson (C), fermion fields (νaR), and scalar
fields (η, ρ, χ). Through quantum corrections, these cou-
plings modify the tree level inflationary potential. We
denote the inflaton as Φ =
√
2<(φ), since the imaginary
part =(φ) is an unphysical Golstone boson that is gauged
away1. After including one-loop corrections one has [37]
V (Φ) =
λ
4
(Φ2 − Λ2)2 + a
64pi2
Φ4 ln
Φ2
∆2
+
9λ2
64pi2
(Φ2 − Λ2/3)2 ln Φ
2 − Λ2/3
∆2
+ V0,(17)
where the renormalization scale ∆ is arbitrary, the pa-
rameter Λ is defined as Λ2 = −µ2φ/λ (as usual), V0 is the
free/vacuum energy, and
a = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(fνii)
4 + 48g4N +
1
4
(λ210 + λ
2
11 + λ
2
12), (18)
where fν is taken to be flavor-diagonal. This potential
always contains a consistent local minimum responsible
for the U(1)N breaking with a suitable choice of the
parameters, e.g. a/λ > −63.165 for ∆ ≥ Λ.
Notice that in Ref. [26] cosmic inflation was studied
with the inflationary potential given in (17), but the role
of the free energy V0 was ignored. Hence, the predicted
results for the spectral index ns and tensor-to-scalar
ratio r and running index α were not fully consistent
with the latest experimental results from WMAP
and Planck [38–40]. In [27], we have interpreted V0
for multi/single-field inflationary scenarios in another
setup when the 3-3-1 breaking scale is comparable
to the U(1)N scale. Here, we reconsider the original
inflationary scenario by including the contribution of V0,
consistent with the leptogenesis scenario.
As mentioned, the spectral index ns, tensor-to-scalar
ratio r, and running index α are related to slow-roll
parameters,  = 12m
2
P (V
′/V )2, η = m2PV
′′/V , and
ζ2 = m4PV
′V ′′′/V 2, as follows
ns ' 1− 6+ 2η, r ' 16, α ' 16η − 242 − 2ζ2, (19)
where mP =
√
8piGN ' 2.4 × 1018 GeV is the reduced
Planck mass. The curvature perturbation is
∆2R =
V
24pi2m4P 
= 2.215× 10−9, (20)
at the pivot scale k0 = 0.05 Mpc
−1. The number of
e-folds during inflation is
N =
1√
2mP
∫ Φ0
Φe
dΦ√

, (21)
1 This is in contrast to the situation considered in [36].
5where Φe denotes the value of Φ at the end of inflation,
i.e. (Φe) ' 1, Φ0 is the field value at the horizon
exit according to k0, and the value of N is around
50–60 depending on the size of the inflation scale. The
parameter λ can be appropriately fixed from the ∆2R
constraint. Hence, we are left with r, ns, α which are
given as functions of Φ varying from Φ0 to Φe, for
selected values of the parameters, a/λ, Λ, ∆, and V0.
By assumption, inflation may occur as the inflaton field
slowly rolls to the present potential minimum (∼ Λ) from
the left, Φ < Λ. However, this inflationary scenario
seems to be excluded [26] because the predicted values
of ∆2R and r are not in agreement with the WMAP9
[38] and Planck [39, 40] observations. Hence we assume
Φ > Λ during inflation (Φ slowly rolls towards the poten-
tial minimum from the right and inflation terminates at
the U(1)N breaking scale). The inflationary potential is
governed by the quartic and log terms. In addition, the
log terms that are proportional to λ2’s, hence highly sup-
pressed if we impose λ, λ10,11,12  g2N , (fνii)2 as required
in order to keep the flatness of the inflationary potential.
Therefore, the inflationary potential can be rewritten in
a simple form as
V (Φ) ' λ
4
(
Φ4 +
a′
64pi2
Φ4 ln
Φ2
∆2
+ V ′0
)
, (22)
where V ′0 =
4
λV0 = κm
4
P , and
a′ =
4
λ
(
a+ 9λ2
) ' 2
λ
[
96g4N −
3∑
i=1
(fνii)
4
]
. (23)
That said, ns, r, α would constrain a
′,∆, κ, while ∆2R
fixes λ as already mentioned.
The spectral index, tensor-to-scalar ratio, and running
index are depicted in Fig. 1. Their predicted values are
in good agreement with the WMAP9 and Planck results,
ns = 0.968 ± 0.006, r < 0.11, α = −0.003 ± 0.007 [38–
40], even with the recent data, r < 0.07 [41, 42]. To be
concrete, Table III shows consistent inflationary observ-
ables (ns, r, α) along with viable parameter regions for
(κ, a′,∆, λ,Φ). It implies that the vacuum energy V ′1/40
varies from a few to hundred mP . The inflaton field is
also larger than few tens up to hundreds of the Planck
scale, corresponding to the renormalization scale around
∆ = 10–100 mP . Further, we do not find any viable
parameter space for (κ, λ,∆, a′) consistent with the ex-
perimental data for ∆ <∼ mP .
It is clear that the interactions of Φ, which induce a
negative contribution to the effective potential (a′ < 0),
appropriately fit all inflationary data, and the typical
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FIG. 1. r vs ns, α vs ns, and r vs a
′ achieved according
to a′,∆, κ in the ranges, −103 < a′ < 103, 0.1mP < ∆ <
120mP , 1 < κ < 10
8, and the number of e-folds in the range
50 ≤ N ≤ 60.
value is taken as a′ ∼ −100. This value satisfies the min-
imum condition for the full potential in (17) given that
Λ < ∆. Thus, it is suitable to take Λ ∼ mP . Moreover,
the scalar self-coupling is typically λ ∼ 10−13. Thus, we
obtain from (23) as follows∑
i
(
fνii/
√
2
)4
− 3
2
(2gN )
4 ∼ 10−12. (24)
Given that mνR = −fν 〈Φ〉 /
√
2 and mC = 2gN 〈Φ〉,
and choosing reasonable values for gN and f
ν
ii ∼ 10−3,
one can assume the heaviest of νiR to be slightly heavier
than the U(1)N gauge boson.
6The vev of Φ arises from minimizing the scalar poten-
tial, V ′ = 0, leading to 〈Φ〉 ∼ Λ. The inflaton mass is
approximated as
mΦ =
√
V ′′ ∼
√
λΛ ∼ 1012 GeV, (25)
which is much smaller than the U(1)N gauge boson and
largest right-handed neutrino masses, since
√
λ gN , fνii
for some i. To make the leptogenesis mechanism viable,
one assumes hierarchical Yukawa couplings fν11 ∼
√
λ
fν22 ∼ fν33 ∼ gN . It follows that
mν2,3R ∼ mC  mΦ ∼ mν1R . (26)
The inflaton cannot decay into U(1)N gauge bosons
and right-handed neutrinos ν2,3R. After inflation, the
inflaton decays to scalars (ρ, η, χ) or to the lightest
right-handed neutrinos ν1R, which reheat the Universe
by thermalizing with the 3-3-1 model particles.
The decay rates associated to Φ → ν1Rν1R and Φ →
ρ†ρ, η†η, χ†χ are given, respectively, by
Γν1R =
(fν11)
2mΦ
32pi
Γρ,η,χ =
λ210,12,11〈Φ〉2
16pimΦ
. (27)
Successful leptogenesis (see the next section) is viable
for both cases, if Φ dominantly decays into a pair of
scalars, while ν1R is thermally produced, or vice versa.
In the first case, we must impose |λ10,11,12|  |fν11|
√
λ ∼
10−13. Since λ10,11,12  g2N , (fν22,33)2 ∼ 10−6, we assume
λ10,11,12 ∼ 10−9. The reheating temperature is obtained
by Γ = Γρ + Γη + Γχ as follows
TR =
(
90
pi2g∗
)1/4√
mPΓ
' 1011
(
λmix
10−9
)(
Λ
mP
)1/2(
10−13
λ
)1/4
GeV,(28)
where λmix ≡
√
λ210 + λ
2
11 + λ
2
12, and g∗ = 106.75 is the
effective number of degrees of freedom. The predicted
reheating temperature is TR ∼ 1011 GeV, for typical
values of the parameters. Thus our model provides an
alternative to Grand Unification, with the proton auto-
matically stable as a result of the gauge symmetry and
W parity. Since supersymmetry is not invoked, we avoid
the stringent bounds on the reheating temperature [43].
The lightest right-handed neutrino ν1R can be ther-
mally generated during reheating, even though its mass
is larger than the reheating temperature. Indeed, radia-
tion only dominates the universe when the temperature
lies below the reheating temperature. However, the
inflaton decay products ρ, η, χ can rapidly thermalize,
forming a plasma with a background temperature much
higher than the reheating temperature, e.g. 103TR. As
a result ν1R can be created by scattering of light states,
or by thermalizing of the heavier C, ν2,3R [44–46].
For the second case, we impose |λ10,11,12|  |fν11|
√
λ ∼
10−13. The inflaton mainly decays to two ν1R. The re-
heating temperature can be computed, yielding TR ∼ 108
GeV, given that fν11 ∼
√
λ ∼ 10−6.5. One has a non-
thermal leptogenesis mechanism as ν1R are directly pro-
duced from inflaton decays.
B. Leptogenesis: normal vs dark matters
One of the most attractive features of the current
model lies in the lepton sector. The right-handed neutri-
nos are singlets under SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X , but transform
non-trivially under U(1)N . Since they carry one unit of
B − L, they acquire Majorana mass (two units of lepton
number) due to U(1)N breaking. This constitutes a
source for lepton and dark matter asymmetries in the
model.
The relevant Lagrangian is given by
L ⊃ −e¯aL(me)abebR − N¯aL(mN )abNbR − 1
2
ν¯caRMabνbR
+hνab(e¯aLη
−
2 + N¯aLη
0
3)νbR +H.c., (29)
where the mass matrices, me = −hev/
√
2 and
mN = −hNw/
√
2, arise from the Yukawa inter-
actions, heabψ¯aLρebR + h
N
abψ¯aLχNbR, respectively [29],
while the other terms come from the above see-
saw mechanism. The gauge states (a) are re-
lated to the mass eigenstates (i) by mixing matri-
ces, eaL,R = (VeL,R)aieiL,R, NaL,R = (VNL,R)aiNiL,R,
and νaR = (VνR)aiνiR, which so that V
†
eLmeVeR =
diag(me,mµ,mτ ), V
†
NLmNVNR = diag(mN1 ,mN2 ,mN3),
and V TνRMVνR = diag(M1,M2,M3), respectively, leading
to
L ⊃ · · · − 1
2
Miν¯
c
iRνiR + xij e¯iLη
−
2 νjR
+yijN¯iLη
0
3νjR +H.c. (30)
The couplings x = V †eLh
νVνR and y = V
†
NLh
νVνR
are generally distinct and complex, and hence sources
of CP-violation. In addition, we have x = V ′y and
x†x = y†y, where V ′ = V †eLVNL plays a role similar to
the ordinary lepton and quark mixing matrices.
Notice that the right-handed neutrinos can decay (out
of thermal equilibrium) simultaneously into
• normal matter: νkR → η2ei,
7• dark matter: νkR → η3Ni,
which subsequently, due to the W -parity conservation,
generate two different and unrelated CP-asymmetries,
iSM and 
i
DM , given respectively as
iSM =
Γ(νkR → η2ei)− Γ(νkR → η2ei)
ΓνkR
, (31)
iDM =
Γ(νkR → η3Ni)− Γ(νkR → η3Ni)
ΓνkR
, (32)
via the Feynman diagrams as depicted in Fig. 2, where
ΓνkR is the total width of νkR, with assuming that
Mk < Mj for all j 6= k (for a fixed k, and often cho-
sen k = 1 as in the previous section). The dark mat-
νR
NL(eL)
η∗3(η
+
2 )
νR
NL(eL)
η∗3(η
+
2 )
νR
NL, eL
η3, η2
νR
NL(eL)
η∗3(η
+
2 )
νR
η3(η2)
NL(eL)
FIG. 2. CP-asymmetric decays of νR into dark matter (Nη3)
and normal matter (eη2), respectively, where the Feynman
rules and flavor indices can be extracted from (30).
ter production (η3N) is a new observation of this work.
Furthermore, it is checked that all other new particles in-
cluding W ′′ negligibly contribute to the CP-asymmetries,
which contrast with [26]. We thus obtain
iSM =
1
16pi(x†x)kk
∑
j 6=k
=[(x†x)jkx∗ijxik]g(ξjk), (33)
iDM =
1
16pi(y†y)kk
∑
j 6=k
=[(y†y)jky∗ijyik]g(ξjk), (34)
where ξjk = M
2
j /M
2
k , and
g(ξ) =
√
ξ
[
2
1− ξ + 1− (1 + ξ) ln
1 + ξ
ξ
]
. (35)
We stress that the ordinary leptons (ei) each carry a
distinct flavor number, Li(ei) = 1, and the CP asym-
metries iSM are often thought to depend on flavor [47],
i.e. each of them creating a separate contribution to the
baryon asymmetry, ηiSM , via the electroweak sphaleron.
However, this flavor effect does not hold here since the
largest interaction rate corresponding to the tau flavor is
Γτ ' 5 × 10−3(hτ )2T , is still slower than the cosmolog-
ical expansion rate (H) for T = Mk ∼ 1012 GeV, which
is just mν1R in (26) [48]. The lepton asymmetry has no
knowledge of flavor and the net contribution is simply
summed as follows
SM =
∑
i
iSM
=
1
16pi(hν†hν)kk
∑
j 6=k
=[(hν†hν)2jk]g(ξjk), (36)
where it is sufficient for us, for simplicity, to take VνR = 1.
However, the “wrong” particles Ni have h
Ni as Yukawa
couplings to the new Higgs χ, and we assume hNi  hτ
for some i. Thus, the interaction rate of Ni, ΓNi ' 5 ×
10−3(hNi)2T , is much faster than the Hubble rate during
the time of the Ni asymmetry production, T = Mk ∼
1012 GeV. In other words, flavor effects should be taken
into account for the Ni asymmetric relic. Considering the
number of active flavors nf = 2, i.e. h
N1,2 ∼ hτ  hN3 ,
the dark matter asymmetry is given by DM = 
3
DM +
2
′
DM , where the flavor washout factors approach unit for
the large hν couplings, and 2′ is some flavor combination
of i = 1, 2 orthogonal to 3. Taking 2′ = 2, we get, without
loss of generality,
DM =
1
16pi(hν†hν)kk
∑
i=2,3
∑
j 6=k
∑
l,l′=1,2,3
=[(hν†hν)jkhν∗lj hνl′kV ∗l′iVli]g(ξjk)
= 2SM +
1
16pi(hν†hν)kk
∑
i=2,3
∑
j 6=k
∑
l 6=l′
=[(hν†hν)jkhν∗lj hνl′kV ∗l′iVli]g(ξjk), (37)
for fixed k and V ≡ VNL. It is clear that the dark matter asymmetry recovers the unflavored standard
8model values for l = l′, and the l 6= l′ terms are also
of the same order. We conclude that DM ∼ SM ,
i.e. the flavor effect only separates the normal and
dark matter asymmetries. Remark: When the flavor
effects are neglected, i.e. hNi <∼ hτ for all i, the dark
matter asymmetry is thus summed over several favors,
DM =
∑
i=1,2,3 
i
DM = SM , which is the same as the
lepton asymmetry. This case also applies for the η3
production when it is the lightest W -particle.
However, the “wrong” particles Ni and η3 are singlets
under the standard model symmetry. Thus, the CP
asymmetries iDM are not affected by the electroweak
sphaleron nor do they contribute to the baryon asym-
metry, as ensured by W -parity conservation. The
Boltzmann equations can be split into two, one given by
the conventional computation for the lepton asymmetry
SM =
∑
i=1,2,3 
i
SM responsible for the baryon asym-
metry while the other, given as DM =
∑
i=2,3 
i
DM ,
is responsible for the dark matter asymmetry (ηDM ).
(Here one assumes Ni to be lighter than η3, the inverse
case is briefly discussed below).
Therefore, the total matter asymmetry of the universe
originating from leptogenesis, contains several asymme-
tries as
ηM = ηB + ηDM , (38)
where
ηB = − 8
15
∑
ηSM . (39)
As analyzed, the sphaleron converts only ordinary
leptons to ordinary baryons, and this does not work for
dark matter, since L(N) = 0. The latter also holds for
L(N) 6= 0 (i.e., n 6= 0) i.e. η3 is the lightest W -particle,
because in this case heavier W -particles such as exotic
quarks (ji) or new gauge and scalar fields (W
′′, χ2, ρ3)
may be created-converted from the N or η3 asymmetries
via SU(3)L sphaleron processes that preserve W -parity.
However, they will decay back to the dark matter, since
there is no way to keep them stable, in contrast to the
case of ordinary baryons. The total contribution of
the two decay modes allows us to explain successfully
the baryon and dark matter relics through thermal
leptogenesis, as shown below.
The numerical investigation for ηSM vs ηDM given in
Eqs. (36) and (37) for various choices of Vli in the region
5× 10−11 < ηB < 10−10 always yields that the asymme-
tries in the two decay channels end up of the same order,
ηSM ∼ ηDM . On the other hand, the asymmetries are
required to reproduce the observed baryon and dark mat-
ter abundance. The ratio of the dark matter and baryon
density ΩDM/ΩB is proportional to that of the asym-
metries, ΩDM/ΩB = ηDMmDM/(ηBmp) [49, 50]. Since
ηDM ∼ ηB , the dark matter mass is mDM ∼ mp (the
proton mass), so as to fit the observed ratio ΩDM ∼ 5ΩB .
There may be a case when νkR is produced
directly from the inflaton decay Φ → νkRνkR,
with the matter asymmetries followed by a non-
thermal leptogenesis. The total CP asymmetry is
simply the sum over all flavor CP asymmetries,
SM =
∑
i=1,2,3 
i
SM and DM =
∑
i=1,2,3 
i
DM , which
yields SM = DM . The lepton and dark matter
asymmetries are related to the CP asymmetries by
ηL,DM =
3
2SM,DM × Br(Φ → νkRνkR) × TRmΦ , re-
spectively, which leads to ηL = ηDM . In order to fit
5 ' ΩDM/ΩB = mDMηDM/(mpηB) ∼ mDM/mp one
finds that the dark matter relic in the non-thermal case
is also light, as above.
Two remarks are in order:
1. If N is an asymmetric dark matter, its mass is close
tomp, yet it can avoid restrictions from electroweak
precision tests as well as direct searches because, in
contrast to Refs. [24, 25, 28], it is a standard model
singlet, and has only interaction with Z ′, Z ′′.
2. If η3 is an asymmetric dark matter, we write it in
the physical basis as η3 = (wH
′−uW ′L)/
√
w2 + u2,
where W ′L ≡ G∗X [25]. The interaction of η3 with
the leptons (29) yields
w√
u2 + w2
hνabN¯aLνbRH
′
− u√
u2 + w2
hνabN¯aLνbRW
′
L.
Since u  w, the first term generates a light
asymmetric dark matter candidate H ′ which again,
thanks to its standard model singlet nature, can
avoid all experimental bounds. However, the sec-
ond is also consistent with W ′L, the Goldstone of
W ′, as dark matter candidate. In this case it
implies DM ∼ (u/w)2SM , leading to mW ′L ∼
(w/u)2mp ∼ 2.5 TeV, provided that u ∼ 100 GeV
and w ∼ 5 TeV. This result agrees with [50].
We conclude that in our scenario the asymmetric dark
matter may be a light fermion or scalar state (mN,H′ ∼
GeV) transforming as standard model singlet, or a heavy
vector state (mW ′L ∼ 2.5 TeV) transforming as a stan-
dard model doublet. The dark matter is produced by
the standard thermal or non-thermal leptogenesis mech-
anism. We emphasize that our dark matter phenomenol-
ogy would then significantly differ from the previous ones
discussed in the literature [51–53].
9V. CONCLUSION
We have pointed out that the seesaw scenario with
non-commuting B−L dynamics can successfully address
several of the leading cosmological challenges of the stan-
dard model. Our proposal provides a common theoretical
setup for the generation of neutrino mass, dark matter,
inflation, and baryon asymmetry, from first principles.
The seesaw mechanism is based on the non-commutative
B − L gauge symmetry present in a 3-3-1-1 standard
model extension. The latter implies a conserved matter
parity that stabilizes dark matter, which is manifestly
unified with normal matter. Inflation is driven by the
B − L breaking field, with appropriate Λ scale and gN
coupling. On the other hand, leptogenesis consistently
generates not only the present-day baryon asymmetry,
but also the dark-matter.
The model can harbour three asymmetric dark matter
candidates: a scalar (H ′) and a fermion (N), both with
mass similar to the proton mass, and a vector (W ′) with
mass at the TeV scale. Although strange a priori, we note
that the restrictions coming from electroweak precision
studies as well as those arising from collider and direct
dark matter searches can be avoided in the former case,
while TeV masses do indeed match the model parameters
expected in the second case.
Note also that our scenario may be potentially vi-
able in other gauge groups containing non-commutative
B − L, such as SU(3)C ⊗ SU(P )L ⊗ U(1)X ⊗ U(1)N for
P ≥ 3, and SU(3)C ⊗ SU(N)L ⊗ SU(M)R ⊗ U(1)X for
(N,M) = (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3), · · · . Here, the first model
class yields a consistent inflation scenario due to the small
gN , whereas the latter ones provide successful inflation
schemes only if the inflaton, which breaks B − L with a
large strength, couples non-minimally to gravity. Like-
wise, the procedure should hold also for SO(10) and trini-
fication models.
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Multiplet SU(3)C SU(3)L U(1)X U(1)N
ψaL ≡
 νaLeaL
NaL
 1 3 −1+q
3
−2+n
3
QαL ≡
 dαL−uαL
jαL
 3 3∗ − q
3
−n
3
Q3L ≡
 u3Ld3L
j3L
 3 3 1+q
3
2+n
3
νaR 1 1 0 −1
eaR 1 1 −1 −1
NaR 1 1 q n
uaR 3 1
2
3
1
3
daR 3 1 − 13 13
jαR 3 1 − 13 − q − 23 − n
j3R 3 1
2
3
+ q 4
3
+ n
η ≡
 η1η2
η3
 1 3 q−1
3
n+1
3
ρ ≡
 ρ1ρ2
ρ3
 1 3 q+2
3
n+1
3
χ ≡
 χ1χ2
χ3
 1 3 − 2q+1
3
− 2
3
(n+ 1)
φ 1 1 0 2
TABLE I. Field representation content of the model.
Particle νa ea ua da gluon γ W Z Z
′ Z′′ η1 η2 ρ1 ρ2 χ3 φ Na jα j3 W ′ W ′′ η3 ρ3 χ1 χ2
Q 0 −1 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 q − 1
3
− q 2
3
+ q −q −1− q q 1 + q −q −1− q
B − L −1 −1 1
3
1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 n − 2
3
− n 4
3
+ n −1− n −1− n 1 + n 1 + n −1− n −1− n
WP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 P
+ P− P+ P− P− P+ P+ P− P−
TABLE II. Q, B − L, and WP values for the model particles, where P± ≡ (−1)±(3n+1) are non-trivial for n 6= 2m−13 .
When n = 2m
3
, W -particles become odd, P± = −1. The antiparticles have opposite Q and B − L, while WP is conjugated,
(P±)† = P∓.
κ a′ ∆[mP ] Φe[∆] Φ0[∆] ns r α[10−3] λ[10−12]
109 −108 30.1 7.5 7.9 0.975 0.076 −0.417 0.111
108 −174 120 2.5 2.6 0.974 0.079 −0.432 0.094
107 −152 10 6 7.3 0.974 0.101 −0.413 3.3
106 −99 15.1 2.7 3.3 0.966 0.058 −0.516 48.95
105 −212 115.1 2.1 2.2 0.971 0.090 −0.534 0.142
104 −71 15.1 9.2 10 0.972 0.098 −0.495 2.5
103 −212 115.1 2.1 2.2 0.971 0.090 −0.533 0.150
102 −212 115.1 2.1 2.2 0.971 0.090 −0.533 0.151
TABLE III. The actual parameter regimes that recover all the experimental data [38–42].
